Oak Ridge, TN 3783 1-01 17 Although crystal lattices can be determined reasonably well using high-resolution electron microscopy, determination of local chemistry at high spatial-resolution remains a challenge, An energy-filtering system has made it possible to perform chemically sensitive imagin8 in a r;ransmission electron microscope (TEM), This type of imaging usually relies on the signal of the inner shelf ionhation edge, the intensity of which is affected by the threshold energy-loss and the ionization cross-section of the edge. Thedore, the spatial resolution of a core loss image image is strongly affected by the signal-tonoise ratio'. In this respect, lower loss electrons from the plasmon or valence region of the energy loss spectrum (10-100 eV) are favorable for chemically sensitive imaging due to the much higher signal intensity, provided any delocalization effects are small in comparison to the required spatial resolution.
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Compositionally sensitive imaging using the aluminum plasmon energy-loss electrons has been shown to produce -2nm resolution for an atomically sharp m i interface, Using this resolution result the reason for the compositional contrast seen in an ion implanted specimen is postulated. The sputter deposited AvT"I polycrystalline multilayer specimen was imaged using a JEoL, 3010 TEM at 300 kV e q u i p with a Gatan Imaging F i l t e r (GIFTM). The implanted alumina sample was imaged with a G F interfaced to a Philips CM?iO TEM operated at 300 keV. The low-loss imges were gain normalized, 512 x 512 pixels in size and were recorded with an exposure time of I second and an energy-selecting window of 5 eV.
A cross-sectional TVAI multilayer sample was used to determine the spatial resolution that can be expected using 15 eV loss eIectrons. Figure la shows a zero loss high-resolution Iattice imap of an AVTJ (1 1 I) interface and a loss image of the same interface recorded using Al plasmon-loss electrons. The AVTi interface is atomically shaq and is oriented parallel to the incident beam direction. To estimate the spatial resolution of the plasmon-loss electron image, a line scan is made across the interface, and the result is shown in Figure lb , The fine oscillation in thc intensity profile is due to the lattice fringes which arise as a result of phase contra&. The intensity profile drops within a distance of 3 nm around the interface. Thus, the spacial resolution is approximately q = 1.5 to 1.8 nm, This spatial resolution is determined by the non-localized scattering of valence electrons I.
A sinqt crystal qumina substrate was implanted at ambient temperature with 100 keV Y+ to a fiuence of 5 x 10 iondcm . A number of techniques all indicate that the alumina surface layer was motphized by the implantation3 Bright field "EM revealed a lack of djfhction contrast in this sample and only a diffise electron diffraction haze associated with the presence of an amorphous phase was present. However, an optical absorption feature in the uear infrared indicated the presence of nanostructures in this sample. For this reason, energy-filtexd imaging was carried out. Figure 2 shows a 15 eV-loss image of this sample, This loss-image, combined with a 25 eV-loss image and an oxygen map from the same area, both of which show the particle regions as dark areas (not shown), indicate that the particles are composed primarily of metallic A14. Using the resolution value determined above, the thickness of
